All But True
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Friday, October 14, 7:00 p.m.

Stephanie Feldman
& Tom Mendicino
Novels about
brothers & sisters
in trouble

Readings are
free and open to
the public, with
complimentary
refreshments.
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In Stephanie Feldman’s The Angel of
Losses, sisters Marjorie and Holly are best
friends—until Holly converts to a mysterious sect and marries a controlling man
Marjorie despises. When Holly announces
she’s expecting her first child, Marjorie fears she’s lost her sister forever. But
then Marjorie discovers their late grandfather Eli’s notebook and its tale of struggle against a mysterious figure named
the Angel of Losses. Everything Marjorie
thought she knew about her family comes
undone, and she realizes she must save
Holly from the consequences of Eli’s secrets.
“Fantastic tales, stormy family ties and a
tragic discovery of redemption that will
break your heart.” —Washington Post
“[A] breathtakingly accomplished debut . . . a
story of magic and bold imagining.” —NPR

In Tom Mendicino’s The Boys from Eighth and Carpenter, the title characters are two
brothers who grow up together in 1960s South Philly. The older one, Frankie, stays in
the neighborhood and takes over their father’s barber shop. The younger one, Michael,
moves out, becomes a lawyer, marries into high society, and heads toward a promising
political career. But the brothers’ bonds, forged in a tough childhood with an abusive
father, remain strong, and when Frankie gets in terrible trouble with the law and with
gangsters, Michael has to figure a way out, no matter what it takes.
“A heartfelt story of two loving brothers as well as a compelling crime drama all set in
the changing city of Philadelphia. Tom Mendicino is a supremely gifted writer with an
eye for the most telling of details. I loved this novel!”
—Lisa Scottoline, New York Times bestselling author
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